Abstract

The discussion of this paper is to develop an robotic model for hunting, tracking [7] and picking or collecting specific target-object with its autonomous capability. Autonomous Robot has been in use in multiple domains for example in surveillance, in battlefield [2], in remote locations where it is not impossible for human beings to reach. But most of the autonomous robot that exists today tends to be tele-operational [22]. This project aims to achieve the very fact to make
an Interactive Robotic Design for Object Detection and Follow up Action

the robot autonomous. The robot will be able to operate in an unsupervised manner and reach to its target-location. And here the addition of mechanical hand gives it some extra benefit of picking and collecting objects. The project aims in the application of Machine Learning [10] and fuzzy logic to attain this functionality. This project is intended to exploit the feature of neural network and make it capable of learning in an unsupervised environment and carry out its task autonomously.
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